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Waggle Dance, Cornelia Baltes’ first solo presentation at rodolphe janssen in Brussels, sees the space 
teeming with life, activating the gallery with large vividly pigmented paintings built from sprayed gradients, 
bold gestures and fine brushwork set within a space-wide wall painting. 

Titled after a movement some bees enact to share information about the direction and distance of 
resources like nectar and water, Waggle Dance invites the viewer to enter a zone where Baltes playfully 
blurs the lines between figuration and abstraction in compositions that never quite settle into an 
unambiguous motif. We may recognise a shape as a peach or a bum, or perhaps a set of eyes. These 
forever undefined ‘characters’, as Baltes refers to her paintings, radiate joyfulness and humour. 

The paintings are developed from brush-sketches that are themselves painted from the memory of 
observational sketching in botanical gardens. The super-saturated, rich palette - which in flowers 
functions to attract and direct bees - in combination with the wall painting extrapolated from foliage, 
casts the exhibition space as a garden, with the accompanying suggestion that perhaps the audience are 
the bees. 

Typically accessible and generous, the exhibition is an invitation to see differently, taking quotidian subject 
matter and offering a strange sidelong glance. Like the bees communicating the presence of resources, 
Baltes’ Waggle Dance performatively gestures toward the multiplicity in painting and acknowledges the 
important role of the viewer buzzing around the space in completing the work with their own readings 
and associations.

About the artist : 

Cornelia Baltes (Born in 1978, Mönchengladbach, Germany; lives and works in Berlin, Germany)

Cornelia Baltes graduated from the Slade School of Fine Art; London in 2011. She has exhibited in solo and group shows at 

Deichtorhallen Hamburg; Kunstmuseum Bonn; Kunstsammlungen Chemnitz; Museum Wiesbaden; Chapter Arts Centre, Cardiff; 

Mostyn, Llandudno (Wales); Northern Gallery for Contemporary Arts, Sunderland (UK), ICA London, Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool; 

Royal Academy of Arts, London; Kunsthalle Nuremberg; Museum Folkwang (Essen), Museum Kunst Palast Dusseldorf among 

many others. Her work is included in collections such as the Government Art Collection, UK; Arts Council Collection, London, 

UK; V+A Collection, London, UK; UCL Collection, London, UK; Deji Art Museum, Nanjing, China; Private Sammlungen im In-und 

Ausland, Germany.
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Tet, 2022

Acrylic on canvas

190 x 140 cm

74 3/4 x 55 1/8 in

(CBal012)
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Nom, 2022

Acrylic on canvas

190 x 140 cm

74 3/4 x 55 1/8 in

(CBal010)
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Frý, 2022

Acrylic on canvas

180 x 130 cm

70 7/8 x 51 1/8 in

(CBal009)
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Hrý, 2022

Acrylic on canvas

210 x 150 cm

82 5/8 x 59 1/8 in

(CBal003)
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Nmo, 2022

Acrylic on canvas

160 x 120 cm

63 x 47 1/4 in

(CBal007)
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Omn, 2022

Acrylic on canvas

95 x 70 cm

37 3/8 x 27 1/2 in

(CBal005)
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Ray, 2022

Acrylic on canvas

95 x 70 cm

37 3/8 x 27 1/2 in

(CBal004)
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Cornelia Baltes | Interview July 2022

A vivid palette marks the surfaces of Cornelia Baltes’ large paintings. The German artist and London 
Slade School alumni distils a play between abstract and figurative motifs on intense colour fields built 
from sprayed gradients, bold strokes and fine brushwork. We may recognise a shape as a peach or a 
butt, or perhaps a set of eyes – these forever undefined “characters”, as Baltes refers to her paintings, 
convey joyfulness and humour. While preparing her solo exhibition “Waggle Dance” at rodolphe janssen 
in Brussels, we met in her Berlin studio to talk about how she defines titles for her works, about paintings 
as theatrical objects and about archives of ideas.

Anna-Lena Werner
Cornelia, what will be the title for the show at Rodolphe Janssen in Brussels? 

Cornelia Baltes
It will be ‘Waggle Dance’, which is the dance a worker bee does to tell the rest of the hive about the 
location of, for example, a new source of nectar.

ALW
Typically, your works and exhibitions have short titles. What do these words relate to?

CB
My paintings always feel like ‘characters’ or ‘personalities’ to me. The process of making them relates 
to a dialog. Installing them in a more site-specific way turns them into characters on a stage. For these 
reasons, I came up with a system of naming the works. I started with short Scandinavian first names 
which morphed over time into abstract last names. It’s basically a flexible framework which acknowledges 
the individuality of the works: there is often a process of trying to find a title that feels onomatopoeically 
‘correct’ – that is, a word whose sound immediately conjures an image or action. It would feel neglectful 
to me to leave them untitled. 

ALW
Why do you never use German titles?

CB
Probably because I received my main art education in London, and I’m so used to all the contextualising 
and art-thinking happening in English. I like the lightness of the language but also the culture and art of 
the UK. I once titled one show here in Berlin in German and that felt – in retrospect – a bit rugged.

ALW
The paintings’ names feed into this indefinite play between figuration and abstraction, or narration and 
reduction taking place on most of your works. The titles seem to enhance the insecurity regarding the 
motif one tries to identify on your paintings…

CB 
I try to keep the names as open as the paintings to avoid being didactic or shutting down potential 
readings. They are not called “Tomas” or “Dan”, for example. 
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ALW
What drew you to the title “Waggle Dance”? Have you recently become interested in Apiary? 

CB
I did lots of sketches in the Botanical Garden in Berlin prior to the show. The result was that shapes and 
colours found their way into the work that might refer to ‘flowers’. The bees aren’t in there, but maybe 
we could think about the audience as the bees?! Another resonance I enjoy is that the waggle dance(s) 
the worker bees do form very clear, symmetrical patterns. It’s a fascinating, efficient and visual form of 
communication, which reminds me of the direct way of communicating that the pared down palette and 
gesture of my paintings uses - skipping the frontal cortex and going in more directly.

ALW
Do some of these botanical sketches appear in the exhibition?

CB
This was very early preparatory work for me. It was mostly about the process of observing and ‘soaking 
up’ colours, shapes, emotions, environments… Sketching helps me to slow down, and to look and observe 
more carefully. I sketch more in my studio without referring to this preparation. The important thing was 
being there in a very receptive state. The way I access this information is through memory rather than 
returning to the sketches themselves.

ALW
I remember, once in your previous studio, you showed me a box full of sketches…

CB
…I still do the box! I must sketch A LOT to find a sketch that provides a starting point for a painting. The 
boxes are part of an ongoing editing process. Some sketches turn into works many years later and many 
never do, but I’m a big hoarder and can’t throw the sketches away. 

ALW
The box I saw was one of many, and it was crowded with sketches that you had been doing over a period 
of time. When you are preparing for new works or a specific exhibition, do you then flicker through the 
boxes that you have already, or do you start with a new and specific idea?

CB
Often, I find it easier to see a new painting paired with an older sketch from my archive of ideas. It’s a 
diagonal approach.

AWL
How about the colouring of your paintings? How do you determine the colours of the brushstrokes, the 
spray, the colour-fields or gradients being shown within one exhibition? 

CB
The ideas for colours come in different ways. Sometimes it’s obvious to me. Sometimes it’s a much 
longer process and I find myself chewing over the colours for a long time. Also, despite being totally 
convinced about colour choices, sometimes when I step back and look at the finished work, I realise that 
they were just wrong, and I do the whole painting again. This is annoying, but I’ve learned that I have to 
accept it all as part of the process. When I’m finalising a group of paintings for one concrete show, it also 
feels as if I’m more observative of my environment. Like the other day, I found some inspiration in an ice 
cream advertisement. I am aware of the paintings as a group and think carefully about how they interact 
with each other and the other elements of the installation.
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ALW
Some of your paintings reveal one or more gradient colours in the first layer. How did you come working 
with gradients?

CB
I started to work with spray paint in 2014, in search of a way to apply bold fields of colour. Doing so with 
brushes can be quite tricky and requires several layers, so I started to work with spray cans.
Things developed naturally with the new medium. I tested the water with a borrowed airbrush on a 
dodgy compressor and things quickly snowballed from there. I find that I’m now at the point where I’m 
becoming more formally refined in terms of how I’m making use of this particular tool. It’s an important 
part of the language I’m using, but I’m letting it take more of a supporting role in recent bodies of work

ALW
Where do you do the spraying?

CB
I now have a spray booth with extraction and an airlock in my studio: after years of spending more time 
on cleaning than working.

ALW 
I noticed that very few works of yours are small-scale. Why do you choose for them to be so big?

CB
I somehow have a tendency for big scale paintings. I think it’s the body of the viewer and its relation to 
the gesture. Aside from that it’s the physical connection of the paintings to the space they’re installed 
in. Small paintings often appear like a window. My paintings are not windows, they are objects in the 
space…

ALW
…which you often extend with murals and colour fields on the walls.

CB
Yes, I like to ‘surround’ the viewer, I want to embrace them with the work. Currently I am considering 
placing a carpet in this show, but I’m not sure yet. Some works are still being finalised and I need to 
resolve the final installation of all the elements simultaneously.

ALW
Do you see your work related to the theatre?

CB
Yes, I often think of a stage – a scenery, with a participatory element. Sometimes it’s just the different 
vantage points and lines of sight when the works are installed in the space. In a more literal sense, I once 
did a show where paintings on wheels could be rearranged in the space by the audience.

ALW
Speaking of participatory elements, I wonder whether you enjoy interacting with people when they look 
at your work, or whether you prefer to be outside of that perception process?

CB  
I like to be there and see the reaction of the audience, but ideally without them knowing that I’m the 
artist. What I really enjoy is doing public art projects. I recently did a mural in a gym in Aarhus in Denmark 
and a few years ago a piece for The Royal London Hospital in Whitechapel. These works are made for 
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everyone passing through, outside the gallery context and they can be part of someone’s daily life. Soon 
I’m doing my first public sculpture in London: abstract swans will sit in a water basin in front of the new 
Elizabeth Line station in Canary Wharf – a powder coated, steel sculpture. Stressed people arrive there, 
arriving with the tube and heading towards their offices. The sculpture is supposed to be beautiful and 
awkward at the same time: to offer something funny and joyful.

ALW
I believe your aesthetic language has always been joyful, but it has gradually become more abstract and 
reduced. Why do you think this happened? 

CB
I do notice an ebb and flow and I would say that the works move on a certain spectrum - sometimes 
more and sometimes a bit less reduced. In terms of a clear shift, my work totally changed about 12 
years ago during the Master program in London. At that time, I found a way to make my peace between 
my painting practice and my graphic design past. I understood my big desire for communicating in a 
straightforward way through colour, and reduced form - amplification through simplification.

Text by Anna-Lena Werner
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Cornelia Baltes

Biography  Born in 1978, Mönchengladbach, Germany

  Lives and works in Berlin, Germany

Education 

2011 -  MFA, Slade School of Fine Art, London, UK 

2006 -  Folkwang University of the Arts, Essen, Germany

2003 -  Bergische Universität Wuppertal, Germany

Solo and Two Person Exhibitions

2022 - rodolphe janssen, Brussels, Belgium (forthcoming) 

 - Lazybones, Nino Mier Gallery, Los Angeles, CA USA 

 

2021 - Eigenbrötler, EIGEN + ART Lab, Berlin, Germany 

2020 - Tit for Tat, Galleri Nicolai Wallner, Copenhagen, Denmark 

2018 - Teamwork, Frutta, Glasgow, UK 

 - Wallpaintings, Chapter Arts Center, Cardiff, UK  

 - Mingle Mime, Bolte Lang, Zurich, Switzerland 

2017 - Capri, Nicolai Wallner, Copenhagen, Denmark

2016 - Drunk Octopus wants to fight, Limoncello, London, UK 

 - Gone Fishing, (duo with Jean-Phillipe Dordolo), Centrum, Berlin,  

  Germany

 - Eclipse, @ung5 (curated by KubaParis), Cologne, Germany

2015 - Tiny Dancer, Kunstverein Ulm, Ulm, Germany 
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 - Turner, Northern Gallery for Contemporary Art, Sunderland, UK

2013 - Schnick Schnack Schnuck!, Limoncello, London, UK 

 - There’s a light and a whistle for attracting attention, DREI, Cologne,  

  Germany

2012 - HOOLOOVOO, Aspex Gallery, Portsmouth, UK

2010 - The great Loop forward, Tank Gallery, London, UK

2005 - Schon wieder Winter, Solaris e.V. Düsseldorf, Germany

Group Exhibitions

2022 - Trio Feminin, Christine Köning Galerie, Vienna, Austria 

 

2021 - Jahresgaben Ausstellung, Kunstverein Reutlingen, Reutlingen, Germany 

 - Schau…7, Kunsthaus Kollitsch, Klagenfurt, Austria

2020 - Cadmium Lemon, (curated by Cristina Anglada) Galeria Pelaires, Palma,  

  Mallorca, Spain

 - You can do better - Bad Painting, (curated by Laura Helena Wurth), 

  Elektrohalle Rhomberg, Salzburg, Austria

 - Jetzt!, Junge Malerei in Deutschland, Deichtorhallen Hamburg, Hamburg, 

    Germany

2019 - Jetzt! Junge Malerei in Deutschland, Kunstmuseum Bonn, Museum 

  Wiesbaden, Kunstsammlungen Chemnitz, Chemnitz, Germany

2018 - The Everyday and Extraordinary, Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery /  

  Towner Art Gallery, Eastbourne, UK

2017 - Schau 4, Kunsthaus Kollitsch, Klagenfurt, Austria

 - An eyefull of wry, Government Art Collection, Hull, UK

 - You see me like a UFO, Marcelle Joseph Projects, London, UK

 - Jump, Galleri Nicolai Wallner, Copenhagen, Denmark

 - Home is not a place, (curated by Marlene von Carnap, Coraly von 

  Bismarck), German Embassy London, UK

 - Every Line tells its own story, Nathalie Halgand, Vienna, Austria
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 - 31 women, Breese Little, London, UK

 - Jump ball, Dio Horia, Mykonos, Greece

 - Cinque Mostre, American Academy in Rome, Italy

 - Jokes on Painting, Schau Fenster, Berlin, Germany

2016 - Catherine Biocca, Cornelia Baltes, Rosalie Schweiker, curated by Louise  

  Hobson, Mission Gallery, Swansea, UK

 - Double Acts, At Home Salon, curated by Marcelle Joseph, London, UK

 - Alice in Crisis, Dio Horia, Mykonos, Greece

 - New Adventures in Vexillology 2, curated by Valeska Hageney, 

  Kunstverein Amrun, Geramny

 - Life Eraser, curated by Domenico de Chirico, Brand New Gallery, Milan,  

  Italy

 - Your Swath, My Jab, DREI, Cologne, Germany

 - Inflatable Aesthetics, Hawaii-Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal

 - True Love Over Physics, Coma Gallery, Sydney, Australia

 - Wilhelm screams, The Landing Strip, Berlin, Germany

 - Gestalt and Werden, Feldbusch Wiesner Rudolph, Berlin, Germany

2015 - Women’s Art Society II, MOSTYN, Wales, UK

 - Oh, of course, you were berry picking, DREI, Cologne, Germany

 - Feel the discourse, (curated by Christina Ramos), Guest Projects,

   London, UK

2014 - 100 Painters of tomorrow, Book Launch, Christie’s/Beers Contemporary  

  London, UK

 - Off the wall, Kunsthalle Nuremberg, Nuremberg, Germany

 - East London Painting Prize - shortlist show, Bow Arts, London, UK

 - VitalArts (Commission), The Royal London Hospital, UK

 - Apples and Pears, DREI, Cologne, DE

2013 - Curiosity and Method, Less is More Projects, Paris, France

 - Carousel, Aspex Gallery, Portsmouth, UK

 - Nur was nicht ist ist möglich - Malerei im Raum, Museum Folkwang,   

  Essen, Germnay

 - Zero Gravity, Less is more projects, Paris, France

2012 - Chimera Q.T.E., Cell Project Space, London UK

 - P/N/7 The summary show, Project Number, London, UK

 - Summer Exhibition, Royal Academy London, UK
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 - Curatorial Spotlight, FordProject, New York, NY USA

 - Young British Art II, (curated by Ryan Gander and Christina von 

  Rotenhan), Dienstgebäude, Zurich, Switzerland

2011 - Crash Open Salon Show, Charlie Dutton Gallery, London, UK

 - Bloomberg New Contemporaries 2011: In the Presence, ICA, London, UK

 - Postgraduate Printmaking Exhibition 2011, Clifford Chance, London, UK

 - Helter Skelter, UCLH Arts, London, UK

 - Jealous Graduate Print Prize, Jealous Gallery, London, UK

 - Bloomberg New Contemporaries 2011, Site Gallery/ S1 Artspace,  

  Sheffield, UK

 - MA/MFA Show 2011, Slade School of Fine Art London, UK 

2010 - John Moores Painting Prize, Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool, UK

 - Istanbul was Constantinople, Hush Gallery, Istanbul, Turkey

 - Slade Interim Show, Woburn Research Center, London, UK

 - Art in Focus: Black and white Flower painting, St. Mary‘s Hospice,  

  London, UK

 - Threads, Tank Gallery, London, UK

 - Exhibitionism, Eastwing 9 The Courtauld Institute of Art, Somerset   

  House, London, UK

2008 - 3 in 1, Kunsthaus Essen, Germany

 - Große Kunstausstellung NRW, Museum Kunst Palast Duesseldorf,   

  Germany

2007 - Love Stories, GAM – Galerie am Museum, Essen, Germany

 - Ches Nouz, Kunsthaus Essen, Germany

2006 - Enface, diploma exhibition, Forum for Art and Architecture Essen,  

  Germany

 - Pentiment - Show, Summer Academy, Hamburg, Germany

 - Ruhrpuls Music and Art Festival, Bochum, Germany

 - Herrengedeck, Gallery Brave Lotte, Duisburg, Germany

2005 - Sichtwerk, University Duisburg - Essen, Germany

 - Außenstelle No.2, Forum for Art and Architecture, Essen, Germany
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Residencies, Grants and Awards 

2020 - Neustart-Kultur, Kunstfonds Bonn e.V., Bonn, Germany

2016 - Working Grant, Kunstfonds Bonn e.V., Bonn, Germany

2015  - Project Grant, Kunststiftung NRW, Germany

2014  - Marianne Defet Painting Fellowship (selected by Kunsthalle Nürnberg),  

  Nürnberg, Germany

 - Public Art Commission, VitalArts, London, UK

2011  - Graduate Printmaking Prize Winner, Jealous Gallery, London, UK

2010  - Finalist, John Moores Painting Prize, Liverpool, UK

2009-2011 - Hartmut und Lore Schuler-Stiftung, Wuppertal, Germany

2006  - Scholarship, Pentiment Academy Hamburg, Germany


